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by making you pass the ANC-301 exam questions test at your
first time, Salesforce ANC-301 Visual Cert Exam Free demo will
represent you what the complete version is like.
Today with a VMware Hypervisor, it is possible ANC-301 Visual
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scalability requirements of Javaplatforms in such way that Java
developers ANC-301 Visual Cert Exam do not have to worry as
much about these issues during code construction" time.
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You can download our ANC-301 test questions at any time, You
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Identify the three tasks that can be completed through Oracle
Page Composer.
A. Edit the font, color, or size of a page component's text.

B. Create Object Model extensions.
C. Create custom fields on predefined pages.
D. Make a field read-only or required.
E. Show, hide, or move page components.
F. Create custom pages.
Answer: A,E,F
Explanation:
B: You can make a page customizable so that users can modify it
at runtime, after your application has been deployed.
C:WebCenter applications provide several ways to move content
around on a page. In most cases, the easiest way is to drag and
drop. You can do this in Oracle Composer (customization) and in
page view mode (personalization).
D:Style and Content Style properties provide an opportunity to
fine-tune your application look-andfeel at the component level.
Style and Content Style properties provide an opportunity to
fine-tune your application look-andfeel at the component level.
Note: Use Oracle Composer to change a page layout and to add
task flows, portlets, documents, layout components, and other
objects to a page. You can also use Oracle Composer to provide
values for the properties associated with pages and the objects
they contain and to wire pages, task flows, and portlets to
each other.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are the administrator for the Veritas Volume Manger. You
notice that the size of the disk group's configuration database
in its private region is nearly full. You want to ensure that
you do not loose any data from the disk group and are able to
preserve the volume state.
What should you do?
A. Spilt the disk groups
B. Join the disk groups
C. Move the disk group
D. Try to grow the private region
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
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A. PLOGI ORGA
B. PLOGI EVPAC
C. PLOGI PRELI
D. PLOGI EVENB
E. PLOGI PLOGI
Answer: A,E
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